Work With Minco Engineer-to-Engineer
Let our engineers suggest efficiencies and improve time to market
Overview
Since the early 2000s, Minco has been using a strategy called
Engineer-to-Engineer (E2E) to increase efficiency in our customer
relationships. This strategy includes cutting out the “middleman”
in hopes that engineers can work more efficiently together. It
empowers our teams to work together without the need for routine
involvement from management and sales, resulting in faster
turnaround and fewer iterations.
E2E came about as a response to two problematic areas Minco
encountered. The first area was revealed during a customer
survey we conducted. The survey showed that Minco’s customers
were downsizing their engineering teams and keeping their
primary focus on their core business. Minco found our customers
needed additional engineering help from us – because of this
downsizing, they were challenged to obtain materials and gain
understanding of industries outside their core business. Minco’s
engineers, if involved early in the process, are often able to
suggest improvements to the project to smooth out supply-chain
challenges and speed time-to-market.
The second challenge involved focusing the engineering teams on
results, not process. By adopting the E2E strategy, Minco eliminates
the “pass-it-along” game. Customers working with Minco E2E no
longer need verification through our customer service and sales
teams as they can work directly with our engineers instead. From
the customer’s perspective, this strategy speeds up development
time and provides more efficient results. From the start, our
engineers can work directly with our customers’ engineers to
produce their ideal product. At the same time, Minco engineers use
good communication and classical project management templates
to ensure all other roles are informed of progress, decisions, and
action items.

E2E Case Study
A real-life example of utilizing the E2E strategy took place
when Minco worked with a company focused on veterinary
pharmaceuticals. The customer needed a heater in order to
increase the temperature of a reagent formula within five minutes.
By encouraging the two engineering teams to meet early in the
development process, we were able to reduce the price of the
assembly by suggesting a less expensive heat sink—one that used
vacuum die-casting rather than CNC milling in its manufacture. Had
we not been working E2E that discovery would have happened later
in the process and would have resulted in a longer development
time and more iterations.
Contact Minco today to start working with Minco engineers E2E
to find out how this strategy can save you time and money. If you
want this article in a PDF format you can download it from our
Product Guides page.

Download a Design Guide Today
To learn more about Minco’s capabilities and product
selection, download one of our Design Guides. There are
Guides for each of Minco’s product groups: Sensors, Heaters,
and Flex Circuits. These catalogs describe the array of
resources we offer, including tips on selecting a component,
the technical specifications for each part, as well as FAQs and

a complete glossary. Finally, each product guide includes an
index of components and accessories that may be purchased
from our online store for testing and evaluation purposes.
Find the catalogs here:
https://www.minco.com/resourcecenter/productguides
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Contact Us
Work with Minco to save money and improve time to market

In today’s competitive markets, manufacturers are always looking
for ways to cut costs, slash time to market, and improve product
performance. But while component buyers are price sensitive,
they also look at measures like total cost of ownership, reliability,
performance, and customization. This is particularly true of technical
products in fields like medical diagnostics, aerospace, powergen and
military and defense where failure is simply not an option. Designers
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of those products, and others like them, recognize that the cost of a
specialized component or an integrated assembly can be more than
offset by reduced assembly cost. They know that speed to market
can help maximize the profitability of a new or improved product.
And they rely on Minco to help eliminate risk in demanding markets.
Contact us today to learn how we can assist with your next project.
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